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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which three basic security measures are used to harden MSDP? (Choose three.)
A. MSDP SA filters
B. MSDP neighbor limitation
C. loopback interface as MSDP originator-ID
D. MSDP state limitation
E. MSDP MD5 neighbor authentication
Answer: A,D,E
Explanation:
To secure the control plane, we harden MSDP via three basic security measures:
1) MSDP SA Filters
It is a "best common practice" to filter the content of MSDP messages via MSDP SA filters. The
main idea of this filter is to avoid propagating multicast state for applications and groups that
are not Internet-wide applications and do not need to be forwarded beyond the source
domain. Ideally, from a security point of view, the filters should only allow known groups (and
potentially senders), and deny any unknown senders and/or groups.
2) MSDP State Limitation
When MSDP is enabled between ASs it is recommended to limit the amount of state that will be
built in the router due to "Source-Active" (SA) messages received from neighbors.
3) MSDP MD5 Neighbor Authentication
We support and recommend the use of MD5 password authentication on MSDP peers. This uses
the TCP MD5 signature option, equivalent to the use described in RFC 2385 for securing BGP.
Reference: http://www.cisco.com/web/about/security/intelligence/multicast_toolkit.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
how much donwlink speed does CE5800 support?
A. GE donwlink
B. 40GE donwlink
C. 100GE donwlink
D. 10GE donwlink
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Joe, a user, reports the printer in his department is shared through a workstation but people
consistently turn the workstation off. Which of the following tools would be used to correct this
issue?
A. MSCONFIG
B. Advanced Security
C. Computer Management
D. Local Security Policy
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
From where can a SMGFR export operation can be performed?
A. from an SSH session wit the System Platform Dm-0
B. from an SSH session with the System Manager virtual machine /
C. from an SSH session with the System Platform C-Dom (utilities domain)
D. from any machine with network access to the System Manager server and has the System
Manager Software Development Kit installed
Answer: D
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